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VersionQ: Idiom: "do the right thing" Is there an English idiom that means "do the right thing" in the

following context: Bob and Sam are at the M&M store and Sam wants M&M, but Bob does not want it.
So Sam left Bob in the store, and waited outside for the M&M guy. And Sam did the right thing! Or
am I just missing something? A: Do the right thing, is a stock phrase meaning to do the correct and

moral thing. Doing the right thing would mean acting in the manner that is proper and proper to your
social position. Source: A: In this context, I would recommend doing the right thing. This is a stock

phrase, as the others have mentioned. It means what you would expect from someone who is acting
correctly and properly. The phrase has been around for a while, and may or may not have a special
origin. In some senses, it may not mean anything at all, but in those which it does mean, it's been
around a while. In this sense, it may be applied to anything. It's by no means essential, but it's a

familiar catch-all phrase. A: Consider being a gentleman/lady. Doing the right thing can be equated
to acting as a gentleman or lady would act. Doing the wrong thing would be equated to acting as a

dolt or clown would act. Be patient Respect others Be polite Be humble Consider others before
yourself Think before you speak In recent years, a display device using a light-emitting element has
been developed actively. A light-emitting element emits light by itself and the light-emitting element
is formed over a substrate having an insulating surface such as a glass substrate by a film formation

technique using an organic material or a technique of forming a thin film by a vapor deposition
method. The light-emitting element has a layer (elastic layer) containing an organic compound in

which
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